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domes and minarets of Medresseh and mosque, so delicate, so
exquisite in colour and design as to leave the traveller silent in
wonder and admiration* Upon their surfaces of pale turquoise
blue—as if stolen from some evening sky—are displayed, bold
in line and glowing in colour, rich traceries in inlaid tiles.
If Isfahan is beautiful from without there is no disappointment
within the city. Everywhere, in its famous avenue, in the great
Maidan, among the mosques and palaces, the sense of regal
dignity is present. It is as admirable in its imaginative genius
as it is in the completeness of its finished art. What a sense of
majesty he possessed, Shah Abbas ! The man who raised the
AH Kepi, that mass of masonry that overlooks the Maidan, and
who set high up on it the Talar—a vast balcony, its roofs
supported on thin columns, where fountains played beneath the
gilded ceiling—was indeed a king I It was there, overlooking
the city, that he received in state the foreign embassies that even
in those Elizabethan days ventured into Persia, or sat to watch
the polo in the vast Maidan below. As he looked before him,
to the right or to left, other masterpieces of his creation met his
eyes—the Musjid-i-Shah, with its pool of water before its
entrance, reflecting the facade, the domes and the minarets,
a splendid example of construction and of art, its tile-work of
surpassing magnificence. To his left an imposing gateway gave
—and gives to-day—access to the bazaars, while opposite the
Ali Kepi rises the mosque of Sheikh Lutfullah, its gateway faced
in dazzling faience and its yellow dome discreetly decorated in
flowing patterns of black and coloured tiles—an object of great
beauty.
Beneath the Talar an archway leads into the palace precincts,
and still to-day the traveller can wander through abandoned
courts to the garden with its long narrow basin, where stands
the hall of the forty columns—the Chihil Sutun. Twenty of
these columns there are ; the other twenty seem to have existed
only in the poetic imagination of the Persians or to have owed
their origin to the reflection of the colonnade that lay upon the
calm waters of the pool. The delicate thin tapering pillars that
support the roof, each hewn from a single tree, are of infinite
refinement of line. Under the shade of the painted and gilded
ceiling a deeply arched recess once held the throne. The upper
portion of the arch is encrusted with a multitude of little mirrors,
that, facing in many directions, reflect the daylight and the rich
decorations of wall and ceiling and the verdure of the gardens

